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Editor

Feels just like
Robinson Crusoe

Do you know that feeling? A problem occurs—be it real or
perceived—followed by the inevitablemeetings, discus-
sions and votes, and then? A new tool comes along and the

problem is nomore…At least that’s the hope. Ever since someone
clever came upwith the idea of talking about solutions instead of
software products, there seems to be nomore problems in the
world. As if … And this does not only concern the software houses:
Also the classical component suppliers no longer want to deliver
only pumps, fittings or control systems anymore, but to be per-
ceived as solution providers. So far, so good. As long as the sup-
posed solution does not create new problems, we should be fine.
But there is the old joke that not only computers help to solve
problems we wouldn’t have without them. And thus, each solu-
tions causes new questions—not least because everymanufactur-
er thinks they knows best what we users really want. In addition,
there is the unwillingness to share tomuch inside information
with third parties as well as the hope of establishing one’s own
approach as a possible standard. All too often, the result is isolated
solutions that involve lots of brainpower but sadly little real con-
nectivity. Thus, in a lot of applications there is one cloud from the
pumpmanufacturer and one from the compressor supplier, one
for the valves and one for the sensors and of course another one
from the automation company. On a normal day, even I have three
browser windows running simultaneously with countless tabs
along with a plethora of programs. I can only imagine the trouble
someone has keeping up with an integrated production plant.
Wouldn’t it be nice if we got not only the field devices, sensor sys-
tems and of course the employees, but also the data clouds to com-
municate with each other? Otherwise I fear, we, as well as our valu-
able process data and know-how, will be stuck on desolated island
solutions, feeling a little castaway. To be honest, I’m not sure if
someone like Robinson Crusoe would be a good rolemodel for any
workplace environment—if I remember it correctly, that guy
spendmost of his time eagerly waiting for Friday to finally arrive.
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Business & Economics

Global Spotlight

GREEN ENERGY

Topsoe to Built Large SOEC Electrolyzer Plant
Topsoe has undertaken a final investment
decision to begin constructionof theworld’s
largest SOEC electrolyzer manufacturing
plant in Herning, Denmark. The manufac-
turing capacity of the plant is 500MW per
year with an option to expand to 5GW. Top-
soe CEO Roeland Baan said: “The case for
using electrolysis to produce green fuels is
now well established, but manufacturing
capacity has always been the challenge. We
are facing this challenge head on. We are
dedicated to taking the lead on scaling pow-
er-to-x technology to help drive the energy
transition, andwe are investing tomeet this
demand and address this fundamental sup-
plyweakness.”At 500MWcapacity per year,
the new facility will be the world’s largest
SOEC manufacturing plant. This is a rapid
acceleration not just for Topsoe, but also
Denmark and theEU towards a green energy
transition while reducing dependence on

fossil fuels. SOEC consumes less electricity
than alkaline and PEM technologies, since
the process requires less power overall; with
the integration of a steam feed, the SOEC
process becomes evenmore efficient. (dpo)

The new facility will be the world’s largest
SOECmanufacturing plant.
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PRE-FEED ENGINEERING

Nextchem to Develop
Green Ammonia Plant
Nextchemhas been awarded a pre-FEED en-
gineering services contract by Madoqua-
power2X alongwith CIP’s Energy Transition
Fund and Power2X to develop and operate
an integrated renewable hydrogen and
green ammonia plant to be located in Sines,
Portugal. The scope of the pre-FEED engi-
neering services includes early studies, tech-
nology and process review, modularity and
logistics analysis, and front-end loading of
engineering required to undertake the per-
mitting and licensing for the project.
Madoquapower2X will use renewable en-

ergy and 500MWof electrolysis capacity to
produce 50,000tons of green hydrogen an-
nually, along with green ammonia capacity
of up to 500,000kt/y. During this initial
phase the project will avoid the emission of
up to 600,000t/y of CO2.(dpo)

DECARBONIZATION

World’s First Demo Plant for Electrically Heated Steam Cracker Furnaces

(l–r) Yousef Al-Benyan, SABIC; Dr. Martin Brud-
ermüller, BASF; and Jürgen Nowicki, Linde, at
the opening of the electric cracker demonstra-
tion plant in Ludwigshafen.
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More news: www.process-worldwide.com/news

BASF andLindehave started constructionof
the world’s first demonstration plant for
large-scale electrically heated steamcracker
furnaces. By using electricity from renew-
able sources instead of natural gas, the new
technology has the potential to reduce CO2
emissions from one of the most energy-in-
tensive processes in the chemical industry
by at least 90percent compared to common-
ly used technologies. The demonstration
plant will be integrated into one of the exist-
ing steamcrackers at BASF’sVerbund site in
Ludwigshafen, Germany. It will test two dif-
ferent heating concepts, processing around
4 tons of hydrocarbons per hour and con-
suming 6 megawatts of renewable energy.
The start-up of the demonstration plant is

targeted for 2023. BASF and Sabic are invest-
ing together into the project and the demon-
stration plant will be operated by BASF.
Linde is the engineering, procurement and
construction partner for the project, and in
the future will commercialize the technolo-
gies developed. The demonstration plant
aims to show that continuous olefin produc-
tion is possible using electricity as a heat
source. The plant is designed to test two
heating concepts in parallel: Direct heating
applies an electric current directly to the
process tubes inside the reactor, while indi-
rect heating uses radiant heat from heating
elements placed around the tubes. This will
make it possible to react to different custom-
er and site requirements. (dpo)
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REVOLUTIONARY BREAKTHROUGH

Evonik and Likat Identify New Process Options for Hydroformylation
Evonik and theLeibniz Institute for Catalysis
(Likat) have made a breakthrough in the
field of hydroformylation. Hydroformyla-
tion is one of the most important reactions
in industrial organic chemistry, in which
unsaturated compounds are converted into
aldehydes and alcohols using synthesis gas.
Until recently, the scientific consensus was
that this reaction, if catalyzed with cobalt,
has to be carried out under high-pressure
conditions to stop the catalyst decomposing.
This was disproved by Professor Dr. Robert
Franke, head of hydroformylation research
at Evonik, together with research partners
from Likat, Dr. Baoxin Zhang and Dr. Chris-
toph Kubis. “With this discovery, we have
identified new process options for hydro-
formylation,” said Dr. Franke, who is also a
professor of chemistry at RuhrUniversity in
Bochum. “In the future, itmaybepossible to
make this large-scale reaction much more
economic and environmentally friendly. De-
veloping these processes will be our task for
the next few years.” The researchers suc-

ceeded in demonstrating, for the first time,
that cobalt carbonyls—very inexpensive
compounds for the catalysis of hydroformy-
lation—are active and stable even at low
pressures. The key to this discovery was the
development of special spectroscopic mea-
surement methods and associated mathe-
matical tools for data evaluation. High-pres-
sure processes that use cobalt carbonyls as

catalysts could be replaced in the future by
new processes with lower pressures. These
new processes would then be more cost-ef-
fective, energy-efficient and thus more sus-
tainable. At Evonik, this would have an im-
pact on the production of long-chain alco-
hols such as the oxo alcohol isononanol
(INA), which is used to manufacture plasti-
cizers, among other things. (dpo)

The research team
involvingmembers
from Evonik and the
Leibniz Institute for
Catalysis.
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SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION

First Plant at Zhanjiang Verbund Site

BASF has recently inaugurated the first plant of its new Zhanjiang
Verbund site in theprovince ofGuangdong in SouthChina. Theplant
will provide a capacity of 60,000metric tons of engineeringplastics
compounds per year in China, particularly for customers in the au-
tomotive and electronics industries. Upon completion, the newVer-
bund site Zhanjiang will be the third-largest Verbund site of BASF
globally after Ludwigshafen, Germany, and Antwerp, Belgium, and
a role model of sustainable production both in China and globally.
BASFplans to power the entire ZhanjiangVerbund sitewith electric-
ity from renewable resources, and plans to achieve 100 percent by
2025. Products fromZhanjiangwill supply customers in the dynam-
ic Chinese market, which is the most important growth market for
global chemical production. (dpo)

ENGINEERING

High-Performance Elastomer Plant

Mitsui Chemicals has plans to bolster capacity at its Singapore-based
wholly-owned subsidiary Mitsui Elastomers Singapore by building
a newplant to produce the high-performance elastomer Tafmer. As
part of its new long-term business plan Vision 2030, Mitsui Chemi-
cals aims to help solve social challenges and achieve sustainable
business growth by providing unique materials, features and ser-
vices. The elastomer is used both as a soft molding material and as
a resin modifier that dramatically improves resin properties. Its
flexibility and lightness have resulted in it being used across a wide
rangeof fields, including solar cell components, packagingmaterials,
engineering plastic modifiers, sports shoes and automotive parts.
Demand for the elastomer is strong amid robust global economic
growth, and is expected to rise further on the back of efforts to
achieve a circular economy and step up the introduction of clean
energy. (dpo)

DATA VERIFICATION

Consortium to Test Blockchain-based
Digital System
Circularise has announced a pioneering joint project with the certi-
fication scheme ISCC,material suppliersNeste,Asahi Kasei, Borealis,
Trinseo andShell, original equipmentmanufacturers (OEMs), brands
Arcelik, Philips Domestic Appliances and Evbox, as well as trading
companies Marubeni and Itochu, in which partners tested a block-
chain system to complement the ISCC Plus certification. This is the
first time that ten chemical industry players and appliance compa-
nies have got together to test a blockchain-based digital system as a
complement to a sustainability certification process in complex
value chains. Circularise’s blockchain-based digital systemwas test-
ed with the ISCC Plus certification tomake auditing of certified par-
tiesmore efficient, and to strengthen integrity of certified data. Par-
ticipants utilized a public blockchain enabling authentication, de-
centralization and encryption of data to verify material flows and
related sustainability attributes. This innovative approach differs
fromother blockchainprojectswhere companies use a private block-
chain operated by pre-selected participants, such as members of a
consortium. Instead, Circularise and its project partners used a pub-
lic blockchain, making it virtually impossible for companies to ap-
pear more sustainable than they really are by reusing the proof of a
sustainability claim across assets. This principle forms the founda-
tionof trust in data integrity. “Certificationwill becomemoredigital
in the future,” said Jan Henke from ISCC. “It will allow certification
schemes to simplify the auditing process of supply chain actors and
reduce the risk of mistakes. Companies will have an easier way to
show compliance and adhere to auditing rules.” (dpo)

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Dow andMura to Develop Europe’s
Largest Advanced Recycling Plant
Dow and Mura Technology have recently announced the next step
in their ongoing collaboration tohelp solve the global plasticswaste
issue and advance circularity.Mura plans to construct a new facility
at Dow’s Böhlen site in Germany—the latest in a series of planned
facilities across the U.S. and Europe to rapidly scale advanced recy-
cling of plastics—and the first expected to be based at a Dow site.
This project is targeted for a final investment decision by the end of
2023. Mura’s new Böhlen facility in Germany, which is expected to
be operational by 2025,woulddeliver approximately 120kilotons per
annum (KTA) of recycling capacity at full run-rate. This and the oth-
er planned units expected to be constructed across Europe and the
U.S. would collectively add as much as 600KTA of advanced recy-
cling capacity by 2030—and position Dow to become the largest
consumer of circular feedstock for polyethylene production global-
ly. Dow aims to take advantage of co-location benefits, which could
significantly reduce the cost of scaling advance recycling facilities.
In addition, co-location of Mura’s facilities at Dow locations would
be expected to reduce carbon emissions by minimizing transporta-
tion of the offtake, and because gas output from the advanced recy-
cling process can be converted back to plastics, thereby ensuringno
by-products go to waste. Mura’s advanced recycling process uses
supercritical steam to convert most forms of plastics—including
flexible andmulti-layer plastics,whichhavepreviously beendeemed
unrecyclable—back into the original oils and chemicals. These can
then be used to create new plastic products which are even suitable
for food contact packaging. (dpo)

BASF Zhanjiang Verbund site in China: Inauguration of the first plant.
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Industry associations admonish, threaten and com-plain—wehavebecomeaccustomed to this. It is part
of the business of the lobbyists to throw themselves

into the breach on behalf of their industries, sometimes
with exaggerated pathos.
And yet, in 2022, the voices sound different,more dra-

matic: “Our competitiveness is indeed threatened,” ex-
plains Wouter Bleukx, Chairman from 2020 to 2022 of
Euro Chlor, the association of chlor-alkali plant opera-
tors in Europe (a sector group of the European chemical
association Cefic). Are the lights going out at Europe’s
industrial plants?
It might come as a surprise that it is chlorine chemis-

try, of all industries, that is using drastic words to warn
of the winter of discontent. After all, chlor-alkali elec-
trolysis is an electrochemical process that does not use
fossil fuels—neither natural gas nor naphtha—as raw

materials and, given emission-neutral electricity,would
also be relatively easy to defossilize.
Nevertheless, dark clouds are brewing. Even though

salt, the most important raw material for chlorine pro-
duction, will not be in short supply in the foreseeable
future, electricity already is. And even where power is
not scarce, it is expensive. For the first time, imports in-
to the EU are outstripping exports—in terms of sheer
product volume as well as product value.
Accordingly, the outgoing Euro Chlor chairman

(whose term of office exactly spanned the pandemic of
2020–22) is a little ambivalent at his last Euro Chlor gen-
eral assembly in September 2022 in Munich. “Chlorine
production has recovered after the Covid-19 crisis, and
intensive efforts are helping to secure access to energy
at competitive costs,” Bleukx explains. While the asso-
ciation has accomplished much despite the pandem-

CHLORINE CHEMISTRY IN THE ENERGY CRISIS

Can They Still BeSaved?
No gas and still little hope: Chlorinemanufacturing is under enor-
mous pressure caused by skyrocketing energy costs. Production in
Europe is declining and local competitiveness is at risk, says industry
association Euro Chlor. Old-world chlorine is mostly produced as
part of integrated chemical value chains. But for howmuch longer?
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WRITTEN BY

Dominik Stephan
Editor
PROCESSWorldwide
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Zero Liquid Discharge
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wastewater capacities that generates pure water
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In troubled times: Vynova
manager Johan Van Den Broeck
takes over as the chairman of
Euro Chlor.So
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ic—as evidenced in part by the fact that there has been
no chlorine transportation accident in the past de-
cade—2022 is the first time the industry could conceiv-
ably end for good.

Energy is Key to Industrial Production
Europe is losing competitiveness at breakneck speed, and
there is no end in sight. With the Repower EU program
as the latestmilestone, the time of rawmaterials and en-
ergy from Russia is running out,while consumers and
industry alike continue to wait for real alternatives. No
wonder that the Euro Chlor Commission defined energy
as theAchilles’ heel of Europe’s industry as early asApril
2022. Accordingly, the need for renewable and flexible
power supply is enormous.
As expected, the industry rejects the idea of simply cut-

ting backproduction and thus consumption. EUofficials,
too, know that chemistry is a crucial and integral part of
almost every value chain, and have assured the industry
that the ‘masters of molecules’ will be among the last to
be disconnected from the grid.
Naturally, however, no one knows how things can and

should continue. Fortunately for European chlorine pro-
ducers, the industry is small-scale anddistributed over a
wide area. Unlike for example in the U.S., the transport
of chlorine in larger volumes hardly plays a role in Eu-
rope. The chemical is mostly produced in integrated in-
dustrial sites directly for local consumption.
A total of 62 plants in the EU produced about

9,645,000metric tons of chlorine in 2021, 4.6percent
more than in the coronavirus year of 2020. The mem-
braneprocess has become thedominant technology,with
84.5percent of the market, ahead of diaphragm cells
(11.5percent) and the remaining 4.0percent covers chlo-
rine-alcoholate production, hydrochloric acid conver-
sion to chlorine, metal production and chlorine and
caustic production without hydrogen as a by-product.

What About Sustainability?
The companies would actually have liked to talk about
another issue, since in 2021 Euro Chlor had just given
itself a new sustainability program for the next decade.
This includes new performance indicators that not only
help to make economic and technological aspects mea-
surable, but also include, for example, the sector’s carbon
footprint and its contribution to grid load balancing.
One bright spot for the chlorine industry is a very spe-

cial gas that has so far not played amajor role for the sec-
tor:Hydrogen is currently on everyone’s agenda. The gas
is a by-product of the chlorine electrolysis process, just
like caustic soda. The chlorine producers themselves
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have no use for it, but themolecule could become a cov-
eted resource for the energy industry and as a rawmate-
rial for the productionof chemicals. Every unused tonof
hydrogen from chlorine production therefore hurts op-
eratorsmore andmore.

Chlorine Production alsoMeansHydrogen
Euro Chlor companies currently produce around three
billion cubicmeters of hydrogen, ofwhich around85per-
cent is currently used, the lion’s share for steam genera-
tion (35.7percent) or for the production of ammonia,

aniline, hydrogen peroxide or other chemical building
blocks (20.8percent). It should nevertheless also not be
forgotten that around 40,000metric tons of hydrogen
are ventedunused into the atmosphere. This is notmuch
in comparison with the total European production of
millions of tons of hydrogen, but it is still 40,000tons of
one of the most sought-after molecules in this time of
energy transition.
Can chlorine chemistry really become the nucleus of

a new electrolysis value creation? The industry is in a
favorable position, as it already has years of experience
with big electrolysis plants that are significantly larger
than the typical container modules of H2 startups. And
not only that: Since electrolysis stacks can be operated
relatively flexibly with fluctuating amounts of electrici-
ty, the industry can contribute to grid stabilization—an
aspect that could become evenmore important in view
of fluctuating renewable energy supplies.
Thedifficulties are in factmore likely to be on the side

of the user industries, whichwould have to get used to a
fluctuating rawmaterial supply—absolutely uncharted
territory for thoroughly integrated chemical sites.

NewChairman in Troubled Times
However, these prospects should concern Wouter Bleu-
kx a little less: At the General Assembly of European
ChlorineChemistry inMunich in September, JohanVan
Den Broeck, Executive Vice President Commercial at
Vynova, a group in which the former Inovyn chlorine
chemistry operations were bundled, was elected as the
new Chairman. Over the next two years, the Belgian
manager intends to work to make Euro Chlor a sustain-
able and competitive player in the international chemi-
cal industry, and is promoting speaking with one voice
among companies.
Energy processes are crucial to this, as is an under-

standing by policymakers of the sector’s role as a suppli-
er to virtually all value chains. However, all these plans
would be waste paper if the blackout of the industry re-
ally comes at the turn of the year. Those who want to
change need courage—but above all they have to stay
alive long enough. n

The Facts of Chlorine Production:
� Mercury cell process: Chlorine electrolysis between a titanium
anode and amercury cathode (at which the sodium produced
forms the eponymous sodium amalgam). No longer best avail-
able technology (BAT) due tomercury emissions and high energy
consumption, and only allowed to operate in the EU up to 2027.

� Membrane cell electrolysis: Themembrane process uses a chlo-
rine-resistant cation exchangemembrane approximately 0.1mm
thick, which enables high product purity with lower energy input.
About two-thirds of the chlorine electrolysis plants worldwide
use this relatively newmethod.

� Diaphragm cell electrolysis: In the diaphragm process, electroly-
sis takes place along an asbestos or PTFE diaphragm. The use of
asbestos is no longer in line with BAT and the purity of the caustic
soda is also limited. The process plays only aminor role in the EU,
but is still widely used in the USA, for example.

� Euro Chlor: Euro Chlor is the association of chlor-alkali operators
in Europe. Founded in 1969, the Brussels-based association now
has 39member companies, which together account for 97per-
cent of the European chlorine chemical industry. Euro Chlor is
part of the European chemical industry association Cefic. Every
three years, the association organizes a technology conference,
most recently inWarsaw inMay 2022.

PROCESS INFO

9,662,000 tons of chlorine were utilized in the production of different chemicals in the the EU in 2021.
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European chlorine applications

PVC, EDC/VCM
Inorganics
Solvents
Isocyanate and
oxygenates
Other organics
Chlorometanes

Steam generation
Heating
HCl Production
Ammonia, anilline, hydro-
gen peroxide and others
Distribution
Hydrocracking, misc.
Vented

What happens to the Hydrogen?
EuropeanH2 utilization

PROCESS TIP
“Will hydrogen become
chlorine chemistry’s
trump card?” See for
yourself in our online
article on www.pro-
cess-worldwide.com
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www.robuglas.com

ROBU GLASFILTER-GERÄTE GmbH
Schützenstrasse 13
57644 Hattert, Germany
Tel: +49- (0)2662-8004-0
www.robuglas.com

High quality material for demanding tasks:
®VitraPOR glassfilter apparatuses made

from pure borosilicate glass 3.3 fulfill many
requirements in chemical and pharma-
ceutical labs as well as for industrial,
biological and environmental technology
applications.

Properties such as heat resistance to over
500 °C and resistance to most acids,

®alkalis and solvents make our VitraPOR
glassfilters, which conform to international
standards, suitable for use in many
chemical, pharmaceutical and technical
procedures.

Custom sintered elements®VitraPOR
according to your specifications are
characterized by their neutral properties
and open-pore structure. They are suitable
for even the most unusual applications.

®VitraPOR glassfilters and glass
apparatuses can be supplied in different
pore size classes from smaller than
1 micron to over 500 micron
and as custom made solutions
in many shapes and sizes.

GLASS FILTERS
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Today,most ammonia is produced from fossil fuels
through the Haber-Bosch process for fertilizer
production, but more recently, the concept of

green ammonia has been trending. So, what is this all
about? Green ammonia is produced when H2 is derived
from water electrolysis which is powered by renewable
energy.Whenburned, green ammonia doesnot produce
CO2 emissions; instead it turns back into nitrogen and
water, thusmaking it a powerful tool to combat the glob-
al emissions problem. Green NH3 also acts as an excel-
lent energy storage medium and hydrogen carrier, as it
is easy to store and transport. It can be used as a clean
fuel source for generating electricity, as amarine fuel to
power ships, and for fertilizer production.

Market Scenario
Looking at the overall scenario, the global green ammo-
nia market size is projected to grow from 17million dol-
lars in 2021 to 5,415milliondollars by 2030, at a CAGRof

90.2 percent during the forecast period of 2021 to 2030,
according to research firm Markets and Markets. The
main growth driver for the rise of this market is the in-
corporation of green and energy-efficient technologies
across the globe in the background of climate change
concerns. In terms of geography, Europe is expected to
dominate themarket owing to thenumerousupcoming
green hydrogen projects in the region, followed by the
Asia Pacific region.

MakingNews: Giant Ammonia Plants from
Around theWorld

The Asian Renewable Energy Hub in Australia
Capacity: 10million tons of green ammonia annually
Europemaybe the leading region for producing green

ammonia at scale but there are many big-league proj-
ects outside the regionmaking headlines. For instance,
the Asian Renewable Energy Hub in Australia is sched-
uled to produceup to 10million tons of green ammonia
annually from approximately 1.8 million tons of green
hydrogen per year. With 26 GW of upstream wind and
solar, the project is expected to be built at a total capital
cost of 36 billion dollars by a consortium of five compa-
nies includingBP, Inter Continental Energy, Vestas,Mac-
quarie and CWP Energy Asia. It is claimed to be one of
the largest energy projects across the globe.
Saudi Arabia’s Neom
Capacity: 1.2 million tons annually
One of the first world-scale green ammonia plants

was announced by the US-based firm Air Products, the
Middle-East company Acwa Power and the futuristic
city of Neom, which aims to develop a new model for
sustainable living. Located in Saudi Arabia, the 5-bil-
lion-dollar greenhydrogen-based ammonia production
unit is expected to produce650 tons per day of hydrogen
by electrolysis and then produce 1.2 million tons of
green ammonia annually which will be exported to
globalmarkets and thenbedissociated to produce green
hydrogen for the transportationmarket. Thyssenkrupp
UhdeChlorine Engineers has been selected byAir Prod-
ucts to install an electrolysis plant of over 2 GW for the
plant. Scheduled to be complete by 2025, the project
aims to eliminate over three million tons of CO2 emis-
sions every year.

INDUSTRY TREND

Creating a Revolutionary Impact
withGreen Ammonia
Green ammonia is gradually becoming popular due to its benefits such as the
production of zero-carbon fertilizers and fuel. It is also an excellent energy storage
medium and carrier of hydrogen. Many big-ticket projects with a dedicated focus
on producing green ammonia have been announced worldwide.
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Green Ammonia Hub in Oman
Capacity: 1.2 million tons of green ammonia annually
Oman has recently announced its big ambitions to

contribute to the global decarbonization cause. Match-
ing the target production of its much larger neighbor’s
Neom project (above), Oman is all set to produce up to
1.2 million tons of green ammonia annually. Led by the
renewable energy firm Scatec and India’s Acme Group,
the large-scale green ammonia project will be built un-
der a 50:50 joint venture in theDuqmSpecial Economic
Zone.After the completion of the first phase, the project
will produce 100,000 tons of green ammonia every year
with 300 MW of electrolyzer capacity and powered by
500MWof solar. Off-takers are also being considered in
order to finance the project.
Norway’s Green Ammonia Project
Capacity: 20,500tons of green ammonia annually
In Europe, the chemical company Yara International

is also in the process of developing a large-scale green
ammonia project in Norway. Equipped with a 24 MW
electrolysis plant at the firm’s existing fertilizer factory
at Herøya, the firm intends to partially replace the hy-
drocarbon-based hydrogen production in Yara’s plant
with proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolysis
technology. This will produce around 10,000kg/day of
clean hydrogen and ultimately 20,500tons of green am-
monia per year, which can be converted to between
60,000 and 80,000tons of green fertilizer and also be
supplied as fuel for ships. The project has secured fund-
ing of 31 million dollars and will reduce CO2 emissions
by approximately 41,000 tons per year. The first batchof
green ammonia productswill be delivered to themarket
by 2023, Yara says.

TheWorld NeedsMore Green Ammonia
Green ammonia is the need of the hour as industries
look to decarbonize their processes and plants in line
with the Paris Agreement on Climate Change, which
aims to substantially reduce global greenhouse gas
emissions in order to limit an increase in global tem-
perature. Therefore, appealing incentives such as gov-
ernment grants, loans and easy investments should be
encouraged by heads of states to develop more of such
projects. After all, the time to act is now! n

RELIABLE FEEDING
SOLUTIONS FOR
RECYCLINGOF

FIBERS AND
FLAKES

Visit us
at the K 2022

in Duesseldorf:

HALLE 10/A27

Source
[1] Low-carbon fossil
ammonia fromHaldor
Topsøe et al. (2020).
Fossil fuel values are
based on average
values (2010-2020);
see IRENA andMetha-
nol Institute (2021).
Methanol cost values
are based on IRENA
andMethanol Institute
(2021). Bio-ethanol and
bio-methane esti-
mates are based on
IRENA (n.d.)

Comparison of renewable ammonia
with other fuels based on the price
per unit of energy. [1]
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The benefits ofmodular production are well recog-
nized and it is widely considered as the future of
chemical production,” said Gabriel Loh, Team

Leader at the Institute of Chemical and Engineering Sci-
ences in Singapore, at an online session of a trade fair.
With this line of thought, it is not surprising that Loh is
adopting a modular approach—in which different
emerging concepts and technologies would be com-
bined—for developing the ‘Pilot plant of the Future’, a

next-generation advanced chemical manufacturing
platform in Singapore.
But what exactly are modular production plants? In

short, numerous or single technologies and equipment
such as process equipment, instrumentation, valves,
piping components, and electrical wiring (as per the
project requirement) are installed together on skids, and
then connected on-site. Developed off-site, these mod-
ular plants are thenmerged with the project.

SMART SOLUTIONS

5 Perks of Choosing a
Modular Plant

With industrial firms looking to bring innovative and sustainable
solutions to themarket, modular plants have picked up steam across
diverse sectors. One thing that stands out among all these projects
is themultiple advantages thatmodular solutions have brought.

OriginMaterials’ modular process
system: KochModular Process
Systems installed themodular skids
sixmonths ahead of schedule.
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BILFINGER SE

Bilfinger delivers a comprehensive range of services
backed bymany years of proven technical expertise,
covering the entire lifecycle, all production steps and the
various trades associated with your battery plant project.

WEMAKE
BATTERY
PRODUCTION
WORK. www.bilfinger.com/en/battery-production

Onemay also wonder why aremodular plants so pop-
ular or rather why is it being considered as a promising
solution for production across diverse sectors? The rea-
son is simple: Advantages, advantages andmore advan-
tages.

The Benefits
Speed to market: In today’s ever-demanding markets
and increasing competition around the world, ‘speed to
market’ holds great importance and requires quick turn-
around time from conception to the end product in the
case of changingmarket requirements or newemerging
markets. For this purpose,modular plants are theperfect
solution as they provide users with a faster time tomar-
ket along with an overall reduction of project delivery
risk. These plants canbe constructed in a relatively short
period of time with a shorter commissioning and start-
up duration as compared to themore traditional plants
developed on-site.
On this point, Elinor Price, Senior Business Develop-

ment Manager, Life Sciences, Honeywell Process Solu-
tions elaborates, “Recent events havehighlighted supply
chain breakdowns in obtaining vaccines that require
cold storage for populations in themiddle of theAfrican
continent. The ability to have localized production of
medicines and drugswill help drive the development of
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more andmoremodular solutions tomeet global patient
needs.”
Superior quality: Modular plants are designed and

developed in an indoor environment which ensures su-
perior quality as compared to plants built on-site. For
instance,modular equipment and systemsmounted on
the skids are mostly designed and built at the same lo-
cation, which helps the plant to attain superior quality
equipment.
Flexibility: Modular solutions allow flexibility in

manufacturing, as facilities canproducemulti-products
in somecaseswhere skid-based equipment and systems
can be changed or reconfigured quickly and at a lower
cost, opines Price. The solutions can also be transported
as a single unit to another location as per the project re-
quirements.
Safety and security: Modular plants can boast of

achieving safety at the off-site location, as they are built
in safeworkshops, unlike construction siteswhere there
aremultiple risks involved such as handling hazardous
and heavy equipment, carrying out construction tasks
at heights, and so on.
Reduced capex: One of the most significant plus

points of these solutions is the reduction in capital ex-
penditure, which saves money as well as time. As mod-
ular plants can be developed quickly as compared to
onsite construction, the materials can also be used effi-
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ciently, leading to lower labor and material costs. Also,
since these modular skids are pre-assembled, tested,
transported and then linked on-site, one requires less
labor force as they are required only to connect the
equipment. Thus, reducing labor costs once again.

Industry Scenario
Agreeing with Loh, Tom Schafer, Vice President, Koch
Modular Process Systems, says, “Today, the industry is
shifting away fromour dependence on the future use of
petroleum-based feedstocks and demanding projects
which support decarbonization. Scalability and repeat-
able design characteristics are a must when bringing
decarbonization projects to the market.” This is where
modular plants come in. “Amodular plant deliverymod-
el will play an important and strategic role in delivering
tomorrow’s projects.”
Adding to this, Price mentions, “In the life sciences

sector, the demand is growing for more regional or lo-
calized production capacity and we are seeing a shift in
product portfolios to biologics. There is a growing de-
mand for modular systems to support quicker scale-up
of both greenfield and brownfield facilities.”

Live Examples from the Industry
The world’s first large-scale green gasoline plant has ad-
opted a modular approach. The project is for Arbor Re-
newable Gas’s Spindletop plant in Texas, USA, which
aims to convert woody biomass feedstock into renew-
able gasoline.Modular Plant Solutions’ ‘Methanol-To-Go’
modular plantwas chosen to convert syngas tomethanol
via Topsoe’smethanol synthesis technology for the proj-
ect. As a final step, a gasoline synthesis technology will
also be used to produce renewable biofuel, in line with
the quality standards of the region.
Recently, the US-based firm Koch Modular Process

Systems designed, manufactured and installed 17 core
process modules for Origin Materials’ first manufactur-
ing plant in Canada. The project, named Origin 1, will

produce PET plastic by utilizing Origin Materials’ novel
technologywhich replaces oil as the principal feedstock
with 100percent renewable plant-based feedstock. Scha-
fer shares, “KochModular was engaged early in the proj-
ect development phase to design and construct a
demonstration-scale system for proof of concept. Upon
successful proof of concept, we performed scale-up and
delivered a full-scale commercial modular plant unit
consisting of 15 processmodules, two stairmodules and
a large stand-alone vessel.” The modular skids were in-
stalled sixmonths ahead of schedule.
In the refining and gas process segments, Honeywell

UOP has decades of experience providing pre-engi-
neered units, says Price. A few examples of these com-
plete prefabricatedmodular units are: the CCR Regener-
ator which creates gasoline and petrochemical feed-
stocks; the Naphtha Isomerization used to upgrade
naphtha to create high-quality, cleaner burning gasoline
blending components; and Naphtha Hydrotreating,
which creates cleaner gasoline blend stocks and feed-
stocks for petrochemical productionby removing impu-
rities such as nitrogen and sulfur.
In addition to this areHoneywell UOP’sModular Prod-

uct Treating, used for sulfur extraction for cleaner burn-
ing fuels; NGL Recovery, which increases high-value
natural gas liquid (NGL) yields with cryogenic units and
fractionation technology; Gas Treating, which removes
harmful contaminants from natural gas streams; LNG
Processing pre-treatment systems that remove impuri-
ties upstream of liquefaction to improve plant opera-
tions and help ensure on-specification treated gas; and
Modular Sulfur Recovery, used to recover sulfur to im-
prove air quality, reduce emissions and produce a mar-
ketable by-product.
In another project, amodular unit is being developed

for a spent caustic treatment solution for the world’s
largest polyethylene integration project—Baltic Chem-
ical Plant’s Gas Chemical Complex (GCC) project. The
engineering firm McDermott was selected by Heat
Transfer Technologies DMCC for module detailed engi-
neering design and full procurement of themain equip-
ment. Once complete, the licensed modular unit will
assist the project to produce up to 3million tons of poly-
ethylene. The project is situated near Russia’s coast in
the Gulf of Finland.
With all the above examples, it seems that modular

plants will continue to play an active part of the process
sector asmore andmore industries aim todevelop green
and innovative solutions for thewellbeing of the people
and the planet at large. n

“Amodular plant delivery
model will play an important
and strategic role in
delivering tomorrow’s
projects.”
Tom Schafer, Vice President, KochModular Process
Systems

Purecycle Technolo-
gies’ feedstock evalu-
ation unit: The proj-
ect involved the
advanced processing
of recycled polypro-
pylene to convert it
to ultra-pure recycled
polypropylene.
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Everything on screen
Asset monitoring in the process industry

Are inspections with a clipboard still part of your daily routine or do you have a full
overview of your plant from the control room? Whether operating data, energy levels,
or alerts – we will create an optimum concept for the acquisition and transmission of
your field data, ensuring it is available exactly where it is needed.
Let’s discuss how we can help you.
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HIGH-ENDHMI SOLUTIONS FORHAZARDOUS ANDNON-HAZARDOUS AREAS

One SizeFits All
Mannheim-based Pepperl+Fuchs consistently usesmodular platforms
to offer optimal human-machine interface (HMI) solutions to industry.
These are perfectly suited to any application and can be used end-to-
end, fromATEX/IECEx Zone 1 through non-hazardous areas.

End-to-end thin client solution— from the control room to ATEX/IECEx zone 1/21
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Themodern process industry has ever-growing de-
mands in termsof the quality and flexibility of the
products used. HMI devices for operating and

monitoringprocessesmust alsomeet these challenging
requirements. This is especially important in areas
where harsh ambient conditions pose a particular chal-
lenge for materials and technology. For this reason,
smart HMI systemsmust be tailored tomeet the special
requirements of a process plant.

VisuNet GXP: A Smart,Modular Solution for
Hazardous Areas

The VisuNet GXP HMI series with its compact, modular
design, rated for use in ATEX / IECEx Zone 1/21 environ-
ments, consists of an extra-large display unit with a
21.5-inch or 19-inch screen and an AC or DC power sup-
ply. The core element is the computer unit,which canbe
configured as a thin client or a PC computer unit accord-
ing to requirements. The available mounting options
are also highly flexible—from a simple pedestal or
space-saving wall mounting through custom solutions
that are precisely tailored to the individual process plant
at Pepperl+Fuchs’ solution engineering centers.

NewPlatform for ATEX / IECEx Zone 2/22
andNon-Hazardous Areas

Pepperl+Fuchs is continuing the success story of its
modular systems with the new VisuNet FLX for ATEX/
IECEx Zone 2/22, Class I Div 2 and non-hazardous areas.
Alongside the existing VisuNet GXP series, the
VisuNet FLX series,which completes theHMI serieswith
end-to-end solutions that canbeused fromATEX/IECEx
Zone 1 throughnon-hazardous areas, is nowavailable to
users.
The fully modular design of the new VisuNet FLX

series means that the HMI system can be individually
configured without compromise, while also providing
fast, simple, andhighly cost-effective service in the field.
Themodular systemoffers awide range of technologies,
mounting options, and peripherals.
Each individual HMI system consists of at least one

computer unit and one display unit, each of which can
be individually configured to meet requirements. Each
system can therefore be used as a thin client, a PC, or a
directmonitor to provide optimal support for the respec-
tive application.

The VisuNet FLX is available in three basic configura-
tions, depending on individual requirements:

1.As an HMI system
This variant combines two 21.5-in. display op-

tions—both with Full-HD resolution—with a thin cli-
ent, PC, or direct monitor unit installed into a housing
made of stainless steel, with a design that is suitable for
pharmaceutical and other industrial applications. The
system can be installed on a pedestal using additional
adapters, or on a wall bracket wherever it is needed in
the production plant.

2.As a panel PC
In this case, various display sizes—from 21.5 in. to

15.4 in.—can be combined with the same computing
units, but installable into other enclosures.

3.As a box PC
This version consists of a standalone PC or a stand-

alone thin client for direct installation in a switch cabi-
net. For cost-effective thin client applications, each ba-
sic configuration is equipped with an Intel Celeron
processor. FormoreCPU-intensive applications, Intel i5
processing units from the seventh-generation “Kaby
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Lake” product family are available.Overall, thenewplat-
form is built on computer technology that provides high
performance for future software capabilities while al-
lowing components to be replaced and upgraded easily,
making it a secure investment for the future.

OptimalModular Platform for Each Zone
HMIdevices forATEX/IECExZone 1/21 are traditionally
monolithic, heavy, and bulky because the ambient con-
ditions require special housingprotection andadvanced
measures, often resulting in large-volume devices and
increasedweight.With theVisuNet GXP family, Pepper-
l+Fuchs has developed one of the world’s lightest, fully
modular, and fully enclosed HMI systems specifically
designed for ATEX/IECEx Zone 1/21.
ATEX/IECEx Zone 2/22 offersmore flexibility and de-

sign freedom from the outset, meaning devices can be
lighter and more compact. In addition to simple and
cost-effective mounting solutions, mobile trolley solu-
tions can be implemented without compromising ex-
plosionprotection. It also offers the option toworkmore
with standard interfaces such as RJ45, D-SUB9, USB 3.0,

and DisplayPort. This significantly increases connectiv-
ity flexibility and communication speed. Accessories
such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi dongles, scale interfaces, bar-
code readers, andmanymore are considerably easier to
connect. Using the panel mount can improve perfor-
mance, for instance by enabling the system to be used
at higher operating temperatures. This improvement
can also be seen in terms of computer technology, as
users are not limited to using real duplex monitors.
Thanks to the two display ports, even triplex monitor
scenarioswith two external displays can be implement-
ed. With such extended desktop scenarios, users can
work in the field with several windows as they would
expect to in the control room.
TheVisuNet FLXplatformdeveloped forATEX/IECEx

Zone 2/22 is therefore of interest for a wide range of in-
dustrial applications. This is especially true for pharma-
ceutical clean rooms, for example in vaccine production.
To this end, the HMIs feature special housings and are
resistant to a variety of commonchemicals and cleaning
agents such as hydrogen peroxide. They are also suited
for pharmaceutical applications, as the lack of steps,
edges, or horizontal surfaces make them easy to clean.
While other systems rely on aluminum housings,
Pepperl+Fuchs consistently manufacture HMIs from
stainless steel. In addition, FDA-approved seals and
pharmaceutically optimized screw connections also
ensure a hygienic design. n

Modular design of the
VisuNet GXP platform

Simple “plug and play”
installation using
qualified accessories

Themodular VisuNet FLX platform allows individual configurations
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Panel RatingMade Easy
The VisuNet GXP is amodular, fully IP66 protected and ATEX/IECEx
Zone 1/21 rated product family, available with a system enclosure
and as a Panel PC. Since the Panel PC uses a sand encapsulation
and a front-/backside IP66 design, it fulfills all ex-relevant protec-
tionmethods and can be installed in other standard enclosures
without the need for further Ex- or IP-rating.
The VisuNet FLX is an extremely lightweight, modular and ATEX/
IECEx Zone 2/22 rated product family which is also available with a
standard IP66-rated system enclosure, and as a Panel PC. However,
to save weight and increase connectivity flexibility, the VisuNet FLX
Panel PCs have only a IP66 front-side, but IP4x rated backside. Hen-
ce, to create a fully IP66-rated ATEX/IECEx Zone 2/22 solution, the
Panel PC componentmust be installed into a third party enclosure
whichmust fulfill the “Ex e“ requirements to ensure a proper IP
protection according the ATEX/IECEx norms.

PROCESS INFO
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With the steady adoptionof Industry 4.0 around
the world, various industries are currently
undergoing the ‘digital transformation’ in

phases. Its advantages—increasing efficiency in opera-
tions and enhancing productivity while reducing
costs—have led numerous players to slowly move on
from their traditional processes andbecomeapart of the
transition focusing on digitalization. The Covid-19 pan-
demic has accelerated this switch.Many advanced tech-
nologies fall under the umbrella of digital transforma-
tion, but there are four that stand out.

Artificial Intelligence
The concept of artificial intelligence (AI) has been
around for a long time, but it’s only recently that indus-
trial units have been exploring the idea to operate their
plants autonomouslywith the aimof enhancingproduc-
tivity. For instance, for the first time in the world, a
chemical plant in Japan ran autonomously for 35 days

straight. Theunitwas supportedby anAI solutiondevel-
oped by Yokogawa Electric Corporation and the Nara
Institute of Science and Technology. It can control oper-
ations that until nowhave requiredmanual intervention
through conventional control methods (both PID and
APC). Beneficial for plant management, the AI technol-
ogy also enables firms to improve their productivity and
save energy.
A butadiene extraction plant also ran autonomously

at Eneos Kawasaki Refinery’s petrochemical facility in
Japan for two consecutive days with the aid of an artifi-
cial intelligence system. Capable of automating large-
scale, complex operations of oil refineries and petro-
chemical plants, theAI systemprovesuseful for industry
players due to the unavailability of experienced and
skilled workers. The result of the two-day trial: The arti-
ficial intelligence system assessed about 25 critical pa-
rameters including internal temperature, pressure, flow
rate andproduct conditions, and even adjusted 12 valves
autonomously.

REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGIES

Digital Transformation is
Here to Stay
Improving productivity, flexibility, and speed in operations as well as
processes is the goal which every industry player strives to achieve
—and digital transformation offers just that. Recognizing its many
efficient and problem-solving technologies, the industry is beginning
to realize the plus points of this much-needed transformation.

A digital twin enables you to continuouslymonitor
and analyze the performance of plant assets and
increase equipment availability and reliability, while
reducing the cost of operations andmaintenance.
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Digital Twins
A digital twin is all about the creation of a virtual image
which is a replica of a physical structure; the physical
and virtual elements are able to interactwith each other
by sending and receivingdata.WhenpairedwithAI, dig-
ital twins help plant operators obtain valuable insights
from the collected data, leading to significant improve-
ments in their operations.
Explaining this further, Richard Irwin, SeniorMarket-

ing Manager, Bentley Systems, says, “A digital twin en-
ables digitalizationby capturing 1D, 2D, and 3Ddata from
different sources, transforming raw data into a single,
complete digital twin environment, and visualizing and
analyzing data from a single web portal. It opens your
eyes to new insights and allows for faster and better de-
cision-making anytime, anywhere.”
Irwin continues: “A digital twin enables you to contin-

uously monitor and analyze the performance of plant
assets and increase equipment availability and reliabil-
ity, while reducing the cost of operations and mainte-
nance. Collaboration is key in the digitalization process,
and a digital twin grants engineers from design, opera-
tions, and maintenance access to the most up-to-date
and reliable information across the whole lifecycle.”
Within the process sector, theHungarianmultination-

al oil and gas firm MOL Group wanted to digitalize the
operations of its steam cracker plant in Tiszaújváros,
Hungary. Digital twin technology was used to create a
virtual twinof the plantwhichhad the ability tomonitor
the unit’s operational performance and offer insights
into optimizing production efficiency in real time. This
also led to lower energy consumption and emissions.
The technology hasmade its way into the biopharma-

ceutical industry as well. An example of this is Insilico
Biotechnology, a provider of digital twin technology, be-
ing acquired by Yokogawa Electric with an aim to build
total bioprocess solutions that support biopharmaceu-
tical development and manufacturing. The technology
assists in real-time analysis of process data,which allows
for the constant prediction of cultivation performance,
the soft sensing of nutritional components, and the ear-
ly detection of process abnormalities and provision of
guidance to operators.

Augmented Reality
Augmented reality (AR) is another technology that helps
firms tomove ahead in their digital transformation jour-
neys. The industry has started to realize themany bene-
fits of merging the digital twin technology with AR to
save time and money. “AR provides even more context
to an industrial digital twin,” Irwin says, “by providing
engineers on site the necessary information they need,
such as P&IDs and asset data,whileworkinghands-free.

“A digital twin enables digitalization by
capturing 1D, 2D, and 3D data from
different sources, transforming raw data
into a single, complete digital twin
environment, and visualizing and
analyzing data from a single web portal.”
Richard Irwin, Senior MarketingManager, Bentley Systems

“In operations, AR can today
already support operational
andmaintenance staff.”
Bart Moors, Head of Comos Industry Solutions,
Siemens, Digital Industries, Process Automation

Any issues identified can then be recorded directly into
the digital twin platform.”
Emerson has launched a Remote Assistance service

which uses AR to enable plant operators to respond im-
mediately to industrial valve issues.With the support of
a mobile device, plant personnel can communicate via
real-time videos to resolve issues quickly, precisely and
withoutmakingmistakes.
The technology is also being used to a significant ex-

tent for training industrial workers. According to Bart
Moors,Head of Comos Industry Solutions, Siemens, Dig-
ital Industries, Process Automation: “In operations, AR
can today already support operational andmaintenance
staff. In this way we can speed up the availability of
trained personal as well as enhance maintenance strat-
egies. This is possible thanks to information availability
and consistency at any time and on every location.”

Blockchain
Blockchain is a technology that can be programmed to
record and track valuable information such as financial
transactions, product designs, andmachineparameters.
What makes blockchain unique is its process. The revo-
lutionary technology stores information in groups called
blocks that are linked together in a serial order and in a
straight line such that it forms a chain of blocks. The
transparency and accuracy of this process helps compa-
nies to trust the data stored in each of the blocks.
Cybersecurity specialist Ubirch has developed a block-

chain solution that helps to secure plant data and also
increases its credibility. This means that plant data can
be storeddirectly or indirectly in the blockchainwithout
worrying about issues such as being altered or changed
by other sources.
Another blockchain platform, Vakt, is one of the first

blockchainpilot schemesdesigned to enhance commod-
ity trading and reduce paperwork in the oil industry.
Someof the industry leaders that have already joined the
platform include Chevron, Reliance, Total, BP, Shell, Sta-
toil, andmost recently Saudi Aramco Energy Ventures.
The software company Elemica has completed block-

chain pilot projects for two global chemical firms. With
the assistance of this technology, the companies were
able to transfer sensitive documents and data safely.
As the industry progresses towards digital transforma-

tion, there is a possibility that new technologies may
also emerge.As of today, however, these four—artificial
intelligence, digital twins, augmented reality and block-
chain—are enough to create a digital transformation
that is real and here to stay. n
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Plant owners who
use energy-efficient
pumps save energy
andmoney.
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The global industrial pumpsmarket size is expect-
ed to reach 92.98 billion dollars by 2030 and is
projected to expand at aCAGRof 4.9percent from

2022 to 2030, according to a report by market research
company Grand View Research. The main reason for
this growth: rising investments in the exploration and
production activities by the oil and gas companies, cou-
pledwith the growing adoption in the oil and gas indus-
try across the globe, mentions the firm. The report fur-

ther states that centrifugal pumps held the largest rev-
enue share of over 65.0percent in 2021 owing to their
increased applications inwater supply, sewagedisposal,
food andbeveragemanufacturing, chemical, andoil and
gas industries.
With this background, it is certain that the industrial

pumps market is all set to expand—but how many of
these pumps are energy-efficient? How many of these
pumps help to reduce the total ownership costs for in-

INDUSTRIAL PUMPS

MakeWay for
Energy-Efficient Pumps

Mostly used for transferring liquids, air and gases, pumps are one
of themajor energy consumers in a plant, which leads to signifi-
cant overall costs. Industry players are therefore on the constant
lookout for pumps that are both energy- as well as cost-efficient.
Here is an insight into energy-efficient pumps on themarket.
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Leybold’s energy
efficient dry screw
vacuum pump – Dry-
vac DV 500.
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dustry players while being the right pump for one’s op-
erations? Numerous industries rely on pumps to dedi-
catedly and tirelessly carry out operations over a long
period of time, and it therefore becomes vital to talk
about energy-efficient pumps.
From the wastewater treatment industry, the Germa-

ny-based company Netzsch shares that when it comes
to existing plants, there is a much greater focus on en-
ergy efficiency today than there had been during the
planning of the original plant. Pumps are the most sig-
nificant energy factor inwastewater treatment and con-
veying systems. Due to their long service life, the costs
accruedduringoperationmakeup the lion’s share of the
overall life cycle costs. Plant owners who use efficient,
reliable pumpingof thewastewater flow, therefore, save
energy andmoney, adds the firm.
Pump manufacturers are regularly introducing new

solutions in the market. Here, we highlight and focus
on some of these latest energy-efficient pumps:

ISO Seal-less Centrifugal Pump
The US-based company Flowserve now offers its Durco
Mark 3 ISOpumpwith a seal-lessmagnetic drivewhich
is suitable for various sectors includingpetrochemicals,
basic chemicals, fine and specialty chemicals as well as

pharmaceuticals.With a special focus on safety, the seal-
lessmagnetic drives help to solve issues regardinghard-
to-seal chemical processes in hazardous environments.
The chemical process pump offers three configura-

tions—CBMM Long Coupled; CBME Close Coupled for
fluids up to 350 degrees C (662 degrees F) without cool-
ing; andCBMEHeat Barrier for fluids up to 400degrees
C (752 degrees F) without cooling. It also provides three
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superior quality containment shell options—AlloyC-4,
High-efficiencyAlloyC-4 andCeramicwithno eddy cur-
rent losses, which if flawed will still allow the pump to
securely handle the harmful liquids without any diffi-
culty. These pumps can function in extremelyhigh tem-
peratures and due to the availability of the three con-
tainment shell options, users can achieve energy effi-
ciency as well as flexibility, thus leading to cost savings.

Peristaltic Pump forWastewater Industry
Netzsch has developed the Peripro peristaltic pump for
the wastewater industry. This type of positive displace-
ment pump boasts of a long service life and ensures
flexibility. The firm elaborates that it pumps media by
mechanically deforming a hose in the pump housing.
Also, the hose is compressed by rollers rotating on the
rotor, which moves the compressed section along the
hose to themedium.
The benefit of the large XXL rollers of the peristaltic

pumps is that thismakes the process gentle on thehose.
They are also suitable for high pressure without com-
promising efficiency, energy consumption, or lubrica-
tion volume. The low sensitivity to abrasion by design
and the low blocking risk are other factors to support

theuse of these pumps forwastewater applications. The
robust hose is the only wear part, so the pump can be
repaired quickly if necessary, adds the company.

Oil-injected ScrewVacuumPumps
Next in line is thenewGHS 1402-2002VSD+ series from
Atlas Copco. The company makes use of its existing
range of GHS VSD+ variable speed-driven oil-injected
screw vacuum pumps as the base for its latest innova-
tion. Useful for vacuum cooling, vacuum chambers as
well as the production of plastic components and food
packaging, the compact new solutionoffers highperfor-
mance.
It also comes with a controller which helps leaders

from the sector in the ‘Industry 4.0’ scenario. The crucial
new addition to the solution is the oil-injected screw
element with compression optimization valves which
proves beneficial for high pumping speeds for rough
vacuum applications. In terms of energy costs, these
vacuumpumps can save asmuchas 50percent ormore.

Dry ScrewVacuumPumps
In addition to this, Leybold has launched energy-effi-
cient dry screwvacuumpumps –DryvacDV800andDV
500. Used in heat treatment or coating systems, these
pumps can also be used as backing pumps in food pack-
aging and operate without lubricants in the compres-
sion chamber. Completedwith anetworkable frequency
converter as well as IE3 motors, the dry screw vacuum
pumpsmake use of less energy and function efficiently
due to the screw design, which comes with a specially
adapted variable pitch. Interestingly, these pumps do
not require muchmaintenance and thus help in reduc-
ing overall operating costs. For high pumping speed
applications, DV 800 proves to be a good bet.
The demand for energy efficient pumps is growing

and with the constant endeavour of pumpmanufactur-
ers to developnew, powerful and efficient solutions, the
market is still evolving. This helps industrial users to
select the right energy efficient pumps for all their plant
operations. n

The newGHS 1402-2002 VSD+ series fromAtlas Copco.
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The global industrial pumps
market size is expected to reach
92.98 billion dollars by 2030 and
is projected to expand at a CAGR
of 4.9percent from 2022 to 2030,
according to a report by Grand
View Research.
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DISPERSIONANDULTRA-FINE GRINDING

Master of the
Agitator BeadMills

Chemical, pharmaceutical and food producers, colleges and universities all over
the world use them:Wet-milling technology has been revolutionized byWABwith
the development of its horizontal agitator beadmills. At this year’s Achema, the
resourceful Swiss company was presenting the latest generation of its Dyno-Mill
UBM (Universal BeadMill).

There is a wide range of applications for
the Dyno-Mill agitator beadmills of the
WABGroup. Their special wet grinding
technology ensures brilliant colors for all
types of coatings, optimally ground
flavors for foodstuffs, targeted bioavail-
ability of activemedical ingredients,
extraction of vaccines andmuchmore.
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What do a chickenpluckingmachine, a tobacco
seedling settingmachine, a knothole drilling
machine and an agitator bead mill have in

common?All these products canbe foundona long list
from the early 1980s of a Swiss companywhose founder
was tireless in thought and action. His personal secre-
tary said of her boss: “Finding things is an art!He found
gaps for innovations. He found the right people who
couldmake things happen.He found newpatents, new
locations. He found his wife, he found agents for his
machines and he found solutions to problems.”We are
talking aboutWillyA. Bachofen (1912-2000), founder of
themachine factoryWilly A. Bachofen AG based in the
city of Basel.
Even though the chicken plucking machine alone

(which achieved world fame among experts) would be
worthy of an article in its own right, inwhat followshere
we devote our attention to the wet-milling technology.
At the end of the 1960s,Willy A. Bachofen succeeded

in bringing a new precept in dispersing and milling
technology to the world market. The performance of
wet-milling technologywas significantly improvedwith
the development of the DYNO-MILL, the first fully
self-containedhorizontal agitator beadmill. For the first
time, it became possible to disperse and grind in a
self-contained system, without the ingress of air.
In 1967, Bachofen secured the manufacturing

rights—the beginning of a new era in the company’s
history and the catalyst for a continuous upswing. Over
the following decades, the mills were continuously de-
veloped, and today, theWAB Group offers a wide range
of wet-milling solutions for applications in research,
development, prototyping and production.

Supremacy of theWet-Milling Technology
Agitator bead mills have long since gained a dominant
position in the field of nano-scale and colloidwet grind-
ing of, for example, lacquers, paints, pesticides, micro-
biological cellmaterial andpharmaceuticals. Controlled
deagglomeration, dispersion and true grinding of solid
particles in a liquid medium are the principal focus of
wet-milling technology. Particle sizes below 100 nano-
meters can thus be achieved,whichother grinding tech-
niques can often only achieve with restrictions.
Here’s how it works: The grinding suspension is

placed together with the grinding beads in a horizontal
(or vertical) cylindrical grinding containerwith an axial
high-speed agitator shaft carrying several agitator discs.
The suspension flows continuously through the grind-
ing container and is groundbypressure and shear stress
in a recirculating flow between the grinding beads as
they arewhirled around by the agitator. At the outlet of
the machine, screens or separation gaps prevent the
grinding beads from escaping along with the finished
grinding suspension.
The grinding fineness depends on:

� the type and filling level of the grinding beads,
� the diameter ratio of the grinding beads to the parti-
cle size of the feedmaterial,

� the type of grinding stock to be ground,
� the type of agitator elements,
� the average dwell time of the suspension in the
grinding chamber.
Dispersing agents prevent the fine particles from ag-

glomerating and stabilize the grinding suspension.

TheDyno-Mill Universal BeadMill (UBM)
The new generation of WAB agitator bead mills high-
lighted at this year’s Achema covers the entire range
from dispersion to ultra-fine grinding of small product
quantities right up to the production of large volumes.
Evenhighly viscous products canbeprocessedwithhigh
throughput rates. One of the strengths of the Dyno-Mill
UBM is the extremely even distribution of grinding
beads in the active grinding chamber. Thismakes it easy
to determine stable and efficient process parameters for
both single-pass and recirculationmodes.

NewGeneration of Agitator Discs
The innovators atWABhavedeveloped anewgeneration
of agitator discs—the Dyno-Disc BC (Bead Chan-
nel)—especially for the Dyno-Mill series. They have
special grinding bead channels in combination with a
closed outer contour. The channels ensure efficient ac-
celeration of the grinding beads along a precisely de-
fined path.
During operation, each of the channels create count-

er-rotating grinding circuits between the agitator discs.
The outer contour of the new agitator discs is complete-
ly closed within the agitated bed of grinding beads.
Therefore, these remain between the agitator discs and
are evenly distributed in the active grinding chamber.
This ensures that the bed of grinding beads is efficiently
utilized. Dyno-Disc BC agitator discs are designed for
highwear resistance and consistently highperformance
while simultaneously reducingmaintenance costs.

Grinding principle
of the Dyno-Mill
UBM

1 Product inlet
2Dyno-Disc BC
(Bead Channel)

3Grinding circuits
operating in opposite
directions

4 Even distribution of the
grinding beads in the
active grinding chamber

5Dyno-Rotor BS
(Bead Separation)

6 Screen for high
throughputs

7 Product outlet
8 Cooling segments

Grinding bead
channel
Closed outer
contour"

Dyno-Disc BC Cooling segments
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Thegrinding or dispersing processwith theDyno-Mill
can be run in different operatingmodes, and hence can
be optimally adapted to the application and required
product quality:

� In the single-pass process, the grinding suspension
from the supply container passes through themill
in a single closed pass.

� In the simple circulation process, the grinding sus-
pension passes through themill several times until
the required particle size is achieved.

� In the circulation process with start-up pass, the
grinding suspension is first pumped into themill
from a pre-mixing container and only then does the
simple circulation process start. Once it has been
emptied, the pre-mixing container can be prepared
for the next batch.

� In the circulation process with final pass, the grind-
ing suspension is collected in a separate discharge
container after the required particle size has been
achieved.

� In pendulum operation (“multipass process”), the
circulation process randomly “swings” between two
different supply containers until the desired particle
size is reached.

� Twomills can also be connected directly in se-
ries—without an intermediate container—in order
to achieve particularly high particle finenesses. The
second agitator beadmill can be equipped with
smaller grinding beads.

Wide Range of Applications
The new generation of Dyno-Mill Universal Bead Mills
offers the optimumwet-grinding unit for every type of
wet-milling tasks—with grinding chamber volumes
from 0.5 to 100liters and particle finenesses down to
below 50 nanometers. A variety of grinding beadmate-
rials (diameter 0.2 to 2.5mm), e.g. ceramic or glass, are
available.Allmachines are ergonomically designed and
also have permanently installed stainless steel trays.
The range of applications for agitator bead mills is

diverse: the specialwet-milling technology ensures bril-
liant colors for all types of paints, optimally milled aro-
mas for foodstuffs, targeted bioavailability of active
medical substances, extraction of biological raw mate-
rials and much more. Three applications are given be-
low as examples.

Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients
Many modern active pharmaceutical ingredients have
poor solubility properties. Bioavailability can therefore
become a challenge in product development. This is
where the Dyno-Mill pharmaceutical wet-milling tech-
nology helps: by reducing the particle sizes during wet
grinding, the available active ingredient surfaces in-
crease exponentially and so improve the bioavailability
of the active ingredient. Machines specially developed
for sterile production are available for this purpose. The
most important features are:
� cleaning in place (CIP) and sterilization in place
(SIP),

� semi-automatic or fully automatic control of the
CIP/SIP process,

� optionally availableWAB Scada system (according
to 21 CFR Part 11) for control, data acquisition and
data processing,

� machine production in compliance with current
GoodManufacturing Practice (cGMP) and EHEDG
directive,

Green Chemistry:
Agitator BeadMill as a Reactor

Chemical transformation triggered bymechanical force, known as
“mechanochemistry”, offersmany opportunities for the develop-
ment and production of newmolecules as well asmaterials, and
offers several advantages over conventional production processes.
WAB is also convinced thatmechanochemistry is an important
technology for a greener future of the chemical industry and has
been investing in its introduction for several years. Although long
proven in research, the implementation into industrial application
has not been successful so far, as no suitable and scalable devices
were previously available. The innovativeWAB Impa°Ct Reactor
now closes this gap: themechanical energy is introduced bymeans
of grinding beads. An induction heater implemented into the grind-
ing chamber heats the reactants directly and efficiently up to
160°C. Conventional batch processes can be replaced by a continu-
ous process with theWAB Impa°Ct reactor. The developers promise
faster, more selective and innovative reactions, a significant saving
of solvents, and industrial scale-up.
Depending on the task and the Dyno-Mill used, different reaction
times can be realized with one ormore pre-mixes. This saves valu-
able rawmaterials and time, as it significantly reduces the cleaning
effort between the individual tests. Important process parameters,
such as product temperature, pressure and flow rate, are controlled
and logged. The system enables both single-pass and circulation
processes, and can be used for liquid and viscous pumpable prod-
ucts as well as heterogeneous catalysts. Processing volumes start
with one liter of suspension and can be scaled up to the largermod-
els of the Dyno-Mill series, combining the threeWABDyno-Mill
technologies in one reactor: the Dyno-Accelerator, the patented
Dyno-Disc BC agitator discs and the Dyno-Disc KD agitator discs.
Together with the grinding beads, the technology guarantees a high
and uniformmechanical energy input with simultaneous good
mixing and thus surface renewal of the reactants.

PROCESS-INFO
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Application example for theWAB Impa°Ct reactor: conversion of glycerol and
acetone to isopropylidene glycerol (also called solketal), a synthetic building
block in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry.

Continuous flow
Improved

mixing ability

Mechanical energy Heating

Mixing vessel

Iron(III)
chloride

Glycerol

Aceton

Solketal
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The laboratorymills (Dyno-Mill Uni Lab in this case) are ideal for developing new
formulations with small product quantities and calculating scale-up factors.
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Cost-effective upscaling & downscaling

Reconditioning

On-site appraisal

Dismantling

Quick offer for your surplus equipment

Worldwide network of buyers for re-sale
Experienced project management

Wemechanically test each machine before
shipment, ensuring it’s ready for a second life!

Complete testing

+31(0)342 415 551 info@foeth.com www.foeth.com

� material certificates in compliance with FDA re-
quirements.
For all Dyno-Mill Pharma installations, the FDS, DQ,

FAT, SAT, IQ and OQ qualification documents required
for validation, plus the certificates for process-relevant
machine components (calibration and material certifi-
cates) are available.

Plant Protection Products in Suspension
Plant protection products are chemical or biological ac-
tive substances that protect plants from harmful organ-
isms or prevent them from impacting plants. Whether
these areherbicides, insecticides or fungicides:modern
wet milling allows simple and dust-free handling of all
types of active substances. Products with the smallest
concentrations of solids in suspension have the follow-
ing advantages:
� no clogging of the spraying apparatus,
� even distribution of the active substance,
� higher effectiveness and yield due to the larger area
coverage,

� no sedimentation during transport or storage,
� easy dilution without re-agglomeration.
TheDyno-Mill agitator beadmills can easilymill large

quantities of plant protection products to the desired
particle size and are characterized by compact design
and shorter cleaning times. The risk of cross-contami-
nation is reduced.

Nail Polishes
Nail polishes are available in all color shades and special
effects. Manufacturers are constantly developing new
colors to go with the latest fashion trends. Besides the
colors, the ease of application is important: The polish
should spread easily during application and it shouldnot
drip. This allows for perfect drying.
The twobasic components ofmodernnail polishes are

usually a thixotropic base (gel) and a pigmented color
paste. For grinding of the thixotropic base, the viscosity

and gloss are of primary importance. For the separately
ground color paste, the color properties (intensity and
hue) and gloss are important. By combining all the prop-
erties, the two complement each other to create the fin-
ishednail polish.WABoffers thewhole range of agitator
beadmills for themanufacture of high-quality gels and
color pastes.
WAB’s process experts will help customers to find the

best solutions for their applications in one of the com-
pany’s local Process Technology Centers (PTCs). The re-
liable and technically competent customer service as
well as the broad network of the WAB Group work to-
gether like the parts of a Swiss watch. n
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Active ingredient formulation is a fine art and a
matter for specialists—yet many pharmaceuti-
cal companies like to take the path of least resis-

tance when launching a drug. For the sake of simplicity,
they press the active ingredient into a tablet along with
excipients. However, at least by the time the topic of life
cycle management is broached, good advice can prove
expensive. That iswhenGlatt Pharmaceuticals comes to
the fore. TheGlatt subsidiary hasnowbeen in themarket
for more than 25 years, and Dr. Norbert Pöllinger has
been there from the very beginning.
In that time, the initial team of five employees has

grown to over 150. Pöllinger emphasizes that, as a man-
ufacturer of process technology, Glatt enjoys a good rep-
utation among pharmaceutical customers worldwide,
and the service subsidiary certainly benefits from the
machine manufacturer’s reputation. The developers,
who are based in Binzen, Germany, specialize in multi-
particulate dosage forms, i.e. powders, granules and
pellets. Here the focus is on optimized bioavailability,
tastemasking, and improving the solubility or stabiliza-
tion of the dosage form. Pöllinger is a real pellet fan and,
over the decades, has become a sought-after specialist

in this field. His special flair for this dosage form proba-
bly dates back to the days when the pharmacist worked
in galenic development at Bayer. At some point, the call
fromBinzen cameandhebegan to build up the team that
today accompanies pharmaceutical companies world-
wide from development tomarket supply

Despite NewTherapyOptions,People Still
SwallowPills

Speaking of market supply: According to Pöllinger, the
majority of active ingredients confronting Pharmaceu-
tical Services are “smallmolecules”. Despite all the hype
about new forms of therapy, almost 90 percent of the
drugs developed and manufactured by the pharmaceu-
tical industry are still small molecules with amolecular
weight of 0.1 to 1 kilodalton,which are swallowed as cap-
sules or tablets. The preferred site of absorption of such
active ingredients is the gastrointestinal tract. This is yet
another reasonwhy oral formulations are still the work-
horses of drug delivery.
However, there are additional reasonswhyBinzenwill

not be runningout ofwork any time soon. “People come

DRUGDELIVERY

A Special Flair forPellets
Before new active ingredients can achievemarket success, drug
deliverymust play its part—andOSDs continue to rank highly as the
formulation of choice.We look at why the pellet is probably themost
versatile active ingredient formulation, and themost underestimated.

WRITTEN BY

AnkeGeipel-Kern
Senior Editor
PROCESS
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to us with complex requirements when the active ingre-
dients are difficult because the uptake kinetics are poor,
the active ingredients are extremely bitter, or there are
special requirements for the uptake site. It is also about
life cycle management and the question: What comes
after the initial formulation?” says Pöllinger, immediate-
ly providing the explanation: “Many companies work
with a rapid-release formulation formarket approval in
newNCEs, and then figure out how to design the rest of
the drug’s life cycle later.”

Children are Special Patients
The EU created a special challenge for pharmaceutical
companies a fewyears ago: The authoritywill only grant
approvals if there is also a formulation suitable for chil-
dren. Since 2007, anEU regulationhas been in force that
requires pharmaceutical companies to submit a pediat-
ric investigation plan for newmarketing authorizations
and to conduct studies with children. To make this de-
velopment effort worthwhile for the companies, the EU
has promised benefits such as an extension of patent
protection for another six months. Since then, many
thingshave changed, but the problemhas remained that
children, especially infants, find bitter medicine very
hard to keep down.
Child-friendly formulations
are needed so that the child
does not spit out the medi-
cine in disgust. This is a
broad playing field for Glatt
experts, whose expertise in-
cludes the formulation of
the antibiotic clarithromy-
cin, which is given to chil-
dren to treat middle ear in-
fections or pneumonia.
Glatt was and is also in-

volved in another exciting
project: Together with Diur-
nal, a spin-off of the Univer-
sity of Sheffield and Berlin Charité, the experts have
developed pellets that are filled into transport capsules
for the treatment of a congenital hormone deficiency in
newborns. Babies who suffer from this cannot produce
their owncortisone andhave to take thehormone for the
rest of their lives.
For years, only tablets were available, which could on-

ly be dosed very imprecisely for newborns and infants.
Thatwasuntil bioavailability studies showed that hydro-
cortisone-loadedpellets not onlyworked just aswell, but
could also be precisely adjusted to the weight of the
young patients.
Now the EU-funded project has entered its second

round: To reduce the number of adult intakes, pellets
with a special coating will soon be available—a “con-
trolled-release formulation” that mimics the natural
progression of cortisone levels.

WhichDosage Form do You Prefer?
Anyonedeveloping a dosage form for a newactive ingre-
dient is first faced with a few very fundamental ques-
tions:
� What is themolecular nature of the drug?
� Where should it be absorbed?

� How high does the dosage have to be?
� How often is it to be administered?
“We've been focusing predominantly on multiparticu-
late dosage forms, mainly pellets, for the last 25 years,”
Pöllinger says. In his opinion, pellets are particularly
suitable for clinical studies. If youwant to test ascending
dosages, e.g. for tolerance, the beads coated with active
ingredient are much easier to dose than tablets, which
quickly become unwieldy. “That’s why we’re trying to
convince companies to use the pellet form,” the pharma-
ceutical expert explains. Butmultiparticulate forms also
offer advantages for subsequent life cyclemanagement.
Starting from a basic concept, it would be possible to
control the release kinetics of the drug and/or the site of
resorption in the second and third attempts.
Medicines for pediatrics and geriatrics—all of this is

easily possible with pellets, according to Pöllinger.

It's All a Question of Absorption
Many issues revolve around drug absorption and solu-
bility enhancement.Whether the transport to the site of
action is successful is decisive for the existence or
non-existence of new developments. “For example,
self-emulsifying surfactant mixtures improve the ab-

sorptionof hydrophobic active
ingredients quite decisively,”
Pöllinger explains. The experts
also have processes such as
“solid dispersion” in their reper-
toire. This refers to the conver-
sion of crystalline to amor-
phous molecular structures,
which dramatically increases
the solubility of active ingredi-
ents in combination with suit-
able polymers such as polyeth-
ylene glycol (PEG) or polyvin-
ylpyrrolidone (PVP).
Pelletsmay contain the solid

dispersion in the form of a lay-
er on a starter bead—or theymay consist entirely of the
solid dispersion, asmatrix pellets.
Pöllinger also sees potential for pellets in processing

highly active ingredients. Toxic dusts would not be pro-
duced at allwith coatedpellets, and thenumber of trans-
fer steps and the risk of contamination are also reduced
compared to tablet production.

What’s Next?
There are also ideas for the future, Pöllinger says. Pellets
could enable individualized medicines that contain dif-
ferent drug pellets for multiple ailments. The back-
ground should be familiar to many people who care for
their mother or father. Elderly people often suffer from
several diseases andmayhave to take statins, bloodpres-
sure lowering drugs andmuchmore. This can often add
up to up to ten tablets a day.
“The point here is to make medication more intelli-
gently, more thoughtfully and with more individualiza-
tion, because people often suffer from side effects that
cancel out the positive effects,” Pöllinger explains. He
believes the range of possibilities offered by pellets is far
fromexhausted. The art of active ingredient formulation
still offers great potential for innovation. n

“We find pellets
particularly exciting
when it comes to
highly active and
poorly soluble active
ingredients.”
Norbert Pöllinger So
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Markets in Egypt are driven in particular by rap-
id growth in the country’s population, which
has increased from 68million in 2000 to over

106 million in 2022. Pharmaceutical manufacturer Al
Andalous was therefore eager to increase its capacity to
match the needs of this growing market by producing
affordable generic pharmaceutical products—inpremi-
um quality—for Egyptian patients. In addition, the
company wanted to achieve better monitoring and con-
trol of its operating parameters.
Specializing in the productionof brandedgenerics, Al

Andalous started its business in 2007. The companyhas

nowbecomeone of the fastest-growing pharmaceutical
companies in Egypt.As a result of its success in theEgyp-
tian market and to fulfill demand in both the Egyptian
and export markets, the company decided to build its
own production site in the city of 6th of October, just
outsideCairo.With a total area of 14,000m2, the factory
meets themost recent EgyptianMOHregulations aswell
as EU,WHO and cGMP standards.
The heart of the newproduction facility is an efficient

granulation line with a high production capacity. A du-
rable production line with modern automation and a
closed system to ensure homogenous and repeatable

CLOSEDGRANULATION PLANT

Granulation
in the Next Dimension
It sounds like the famous squaring of the circle: high-capacity OSD
production in a limited space, with the integration of one of the larg-
est granulation lines in theMiddle East added to themix. Below, we
give insights into a project of superlatives.
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granulation was crucial for Al Andalous. The company
chose a granulation line from Diosna combining a mix-
er-granulator and a fluid bed dryer with a capacity of
1,250 liters.

Challenge: Lack of Space and a
High-CapacityMachine

Agranulation line of such ahuge size presented theproj-
ect partners with a major task—the installation of one
of the biggest machines in themarket in an area that is
rather small in comparison to the machine capacity. At
the same time, they had tomake sure thatworkerswere
able tomove freely in the room and perform a variety of
tasks around the machine. This required meticulous
attention to fit the granulation line into the required
space and ensure goodmaneuverability inside the room
for both workers andmaterials.
To fit the limited height of the production area the Di-

osna engineers created the lid of the high-shear mixer
as a swiveling design while allowing optimal product
transfer between the granulation components. It was
necessary to create anopening in the building’s concrete
ceiling to fit the towering height of the 1,250-liter fluid
bed dryer. The fluid bed dryer was then embedded into
the room through the concrete ceiling opening. The flu-
id bed dryer is executed in a 12-bar shock-resistant de-

sign and is thus enormously heavy. Very carefulmaneu-
veringwas of great importance. Themachinewasmoved
into the designated production area under the constant
supervision of both companies’ engineering teams.
Thanks to meticulous planning and a skillful coordina-

A typical granulation
process in a closed
system.

Valves and systems to control
and dose powder and granule flow
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tion, themachine was installed and runwhile the facto-
ry remained fully operational.

BatchMultiplier: Optimized Processes
AlAndalous aims for efficient granulationprocesses and
continuous product transfer between granulation com-
ponents, in order to runmore batches with high granu-
lation efficiency and yield.
The material flow between the different machine

components takes place through a closed and automat-
ed system to ensure dust-free product transfer between
the granulation components, minimizing product loss
and increasing yield. Feeding starts from a handheld
vacuum transfer lance in the high-shear mixer, which
sucks the powders into the mixer. The product is then
mixed, and a binding solution is added to the powder to
create granules in the cylindrical-conical high-shear
mixer where the productmoves in 3Dmotion.
The highly efficient mixer, with optimum product

flow thanks to the geometry of the mixer and impeller,
achieves excellentmixturehomogeneity andhigh yield.
The binder solution is added to themixer through a per-
istaltic pump.After reaching the granulation endpoint,
the wet granules are discharged to the integrated coni-
cal mill to be then pneumatically transferred into the
fluid bed dryer. The product is transferred through the
tangential inlet positioned in the fluid bed dryer, which
works along with the air distributor plate that has tan-
gentially aligned air passage openings. This creates an
even better air circulation and avoids deposits on the
wall, for more yield. The air distributor plate is fixed
centrally insteadof via a flange, creating a bypass air seal
that avoids dead zones andproduct accumulationon the
sides. After drying, the granules are then discharged
through a vacuum conveyor to the dry mill, which is fi-
nally discharged into intermediate bulk containers
(IBCs).

Production Synchronization—Time and
Quantity Effects

Flexibility in the processing of batcheswas an important
aspectwithin this project forAlAndalous. The company
wanted to produce two different batches in the same
area. A through-the-wall installation concept was a fea-
sible solution. The high-shear mixer and the fluid bed
dryer are thus implemented in different rooms. This
gives the opportunity to start the granulationof thenext
batch while the first batch is in the drying phase.
When it comes to spray technology, flexibility is not

neglected either. Components that can be retrofitted,
such as top and tangential spray or bottom spray pro-
cesses, can be easily implemented. The machine also
has a police filter deduster installed, paving the way for
an easier and less costly installation of a Wurster spray-
ing system in the future.

Automation and Control via TwoOperator
Interface Terminals

The pharmaceutical company’s need for simultaneous
productionmonitoring andprocess controlwas covered
by Diosna’s 21 CFR part 11 industrial PC control system.
The user-friendly HMI ensured that the line operators
have excellent control of the process andmonitoring of

the line. In addition, they can operate the machine via
two identical interfaces and visualize both machines
from any of the operator terminals. The operator can
run each machine separately when needed. Import-
ant parameters like thedifferential pressures of the
inlet and exhaust air filters for the fluid bed dryer
aremonitored with no need to enter the techni-
cal area. Alarms give appropriate warnings if
any process value is exceeded.
An automated and easy to use cleaning pro-

cess brings great benefits in speeding up pro-
duction in theplant. In this projectAlAndalous
focused on minimizing the need for operator
interference in the cleaning, along with easy
cleaning validation.
The line components are cleaned using the

WIP station. The operators can also add deter-
gents to the cleaningprocess automatically. The
high-shear mixer shaft seals are cleaned using
an automatedCIP system. Themainmixing tool

can also be raised automatically after
cleaning to confirm the cleaning
and to make it easier for the
cleaning validation activities to
take place. The high-shear mixer
is also equippedwith adetachable
spray ball to perform a full auto-
mated WIP. For cleaning of the flu-
id bed dryer, the operator lowers the
filters and removes them. Then the

operator starts the automatic cleaning. All
components such as sampling tools and the
pneumatic conveyor are involved in the
cleaningprocess.Within the project, theCIP

and WIP system was developed and realized according
to Al Andalous’ vision of optimized production.

Doubled Capacity and Ready For the Future
Looking back, the project was a complete success for Al
Andalous. The granulation system line has been put in-
to operation and is working to the customer’s full satis-
faction. The requirements in terms of functionality as
well as space utilization were fully met. This line has
doubled the batch capacity from 500,000 tablets to
1,000,000 tablets. The premiumquality of themachine
means current and future increasing capacities can eas-
ily be dealt with. The machine has helped to achieve
muchbetter granulation efficiency and ahigher output.
In yet another highlight: the granulation line can also be
upgraded with additional functions such as spray gran-
ulation and pelletization techniques. It is a firm founda-
tion allowingAlAndalous to offer a competitive produc-
tion portfolio in the future. n

Diosna CAP1250 fluid
bed dryer with the
filters lowered.
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Important factors for Al Andalous:
a production line that is durable, an
efficient automation design, and a
closed system for homogeneous and
repeatable granulation.
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THERMALMASS FLOWMETER

Reliable HydrogenMetering

Fluid Components International’s ST80L Se-
ries thermalmass flowmeter is used tomea-
sure hydrogen in vegetable oil hydrogena-
tion processes. The flowmeter iswell suited
for H2measurement in 1- to 2-inch (DN25-
DN50) lines at pressures up to 70barg
(1000psig). It features accuracy of ±1 percent

of reading with ±0.5 percent repeatability
over a wide flow range of 0.0062 to 838
SCFM (0.01 to 1425 Nm3/h) under variable
process temperatures, making it ideal for
measuringmany other process gases, waste
gases and compressed air in food and bever-
age plants, states the company. The ST80L
doesnot utilize anymovingparts by employ-
ing solid-state platinum RTD sensors that
are precision matched and embedded in
equalmass thermowells. The sensor’s design
requires virtually no cleaning and is less
prone to fouling than other flow measure-
ment technologies when there is a concern
about particulate laden gas streams, accord-
ing to a press release. The inline thermal
mass flowmeter (pipe spool length of 9xDN)
can be delivered with a low pressure drop
Vortab Flow Conditioner. This flow condi-
tioner iswelded at the inlet of the flowmeter
allowing for very short piping installation
lengths (only 3xDN required for upstream
straight length).
www.fluidcomponents.com
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REAL-TIME APP

Smart Filtration
Gea has introduced an intelligent software
solution for membrane filtration plants.
KnownasGea Smart Filtration, the software
monitors the plant status remotely via an
app andmakesuse of cloud connectivity and
real-time analytics to increase plant avail-
ability and performance. Seagarden, a Nor-
wegian supplier of fish-based ingredients,
has invested in a Gea membrane filtration
plant that the company plans to control via
the app in the future. Gea Smart Filtration
monitors membrane filtration systems in
real time and visualizes the status on a digi-
tal dashboard. The goal is to extend the life
of the membrane and enable customers to
prevent failures andproduct loss. In the first
phase, the softwarewill serve as anoverview
and service planning tool. In the following
twodevelopment phases, itwill increasingly
become a digital forecasting tool that inde-
pendently analyzes big data from the plant
and suggests ways to optimize energy con-
sumption, adds the firm.
www.gea.com
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FROMMG2 ITALY

InhalationSolutions for Powder LowDosages

Founded in 1966,MG2 is aworldwide brand leader in designing
and manufacturing processing and packaging machines for
the pharma, nutraceutical, cosmetic and food industries.MG2

ProcessingDivision is the core business of theCompany, focusing on
capsule fillingmachines, complementary productionquality control
machines and weight control systems.
Since 1990, MG2 has been developing solutions for inhalation

purposes tomeet themost demanding customers’ requirements on
the capsules filling process of formulations for DPI systems. MG2
applies both the volumetric technology by dosator and the net
in-process weight control system to capsule filling machines from

R&D tohigh-production speed.Adedicated teamof product special-
ists and R&D experts is always ready to support customers during
eachphase of the formulation andmanufacturingprocess inside the
Pharma Zone, a pharmaceutical area specially conceived for
Pre-Clinical tests, R&D and technical batches at MG2 headquarters.
Furthermore, MG2 has developed several partnerships with well-
known Italian and foreignUniversities, Research Centers, suppliers
of both hard-shell capsules and pharmaceutical excipients. Every
year MG2 also takes part to inhalation events and conferences all
around the world. Discover MG2 at CPhI Worldwide 2022, Hall 6.0,
Stand 60C73.

KONTAKT

MG2 S.r.l.
Via del Savena, 18
40065 Pianoro (BO) - Italy
sales@mg2.it
www.mg2.it
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ROBOTIC VIAL FILLING

Filling, Stoppering and Capping
The new Robotic Vi-
al Filling and Cap-
pingMachineunder
isolator (RVFCM50)
from Steriline can
process up to
2,400pcs/h. Once
vials arewashed and
depyrogenated, the
first of three robotic
arms grasps two vi-
als at a time and
places them under
the filling heads,
which are linked to

two peristaltic pumps that potentially allow infinite capacity filling.
This step happens directly on two weighing cells, so that the filling
volumecanbe checked in real timeduring filling operations and the
recipe parameters can be met. Once they have been properly filled,
the vials are moved to the second robotic arm for the stoppering
process and then to the third robotic arm for capping.Whenever the
check sensors detect any non-conformity during filling, stoppering
or capping, the process canbe repeated to guarantee the conformity
needed according to the company’s “robotics zero-loss philosophy”.
Furthermore themachine is equippedwith an isolator that ensures
the sterility of the processed vials and protects the operator at the
same time.
www.steriline.it
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PLASTICS PELLETIZING

Complete Central Injection System
In May 2022, Maag Group acquired the French tool manufacturer
AMNDPI (AMN), thus continuing its growth as an integrated suppli-
er of systems for the plastics industry. For the first time, a complete
AMN Central Injection System (CIS) consisting of a 1,500mmdiam-
eter die platewith a centralwater injection and sword-shapedknives
will be displayed at this year’s K trade fair in Duesseldorf, Germany
fromOctober 19-26. CISwas designed to improve pellet cooling and
ejection, and is an effective solution for highmelt index or peroxid-
ed polymers, says the com-
pany. Products from AMN,
with its global reach, com-
plement the Maag Group
portfolio and provide addi-
tional value in all polyolefin
applications, adds the firm.
Die plates are theheart of the
underwater pelletizing sys-
tem, and are necessary to
produce high-quality and
consistent pellets. Over ma-
ny years, theunique technol-
ogies ofAMNdie plates have
demonstrated their perfor-
mance and longevity in ma-
ny applications, especially
for high-capacity underwa-
ter pelletizers.
www.maag.com So
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PUMPS

Industrial Vacuum Processes
In industrial vacuum processes, the requirements for smart perfor-
mancemanagement and energy efficiency are constantly increasing.
For more intelligence, variability and efficiency in coating, drying
and heat treatment processes, Leybold has developed the Varodry
Vdi vacuumsystemwith integratedVacontrol Cab control. Thepump
systems of the new series consist of the air-cooled, oil-free Varodry
screwpumps, the dry-compressingRoots pumpsof theRuvac series
as well as the Vacontrol Cab control for smart management of all
pump processes. The Vdi system can be configured by the operator

according to the process re-
quirements: This allowsusers
to set their own vacuum ca-
pacities as needed to match
the pump-down process and
the pumping speed, accord-
ing to the company. Toprotect
against critical gases and par-
ticles, the system can be
equippedwith gas ballast and
purge gas. In some applica-
tion environments where
steam or dust is present, addi-
tional filter options ensure an
uninterrupted vacuumsupply.
Additional energy savings
and evenwear are ensured by
the Energy Saver Kit.
www.leybold.comSo
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PHARMAPACKAGING

Blister Serialization and Aggregation
Sea Vision and the
Marchesini Group
are launching anew
solution for primary
pack serialization
and aggregation,
comprising a com-
plete range of tech-
nologies to print,
inspect and pack
serialized blisters
and perform aggre-
gation with cartons,
all integrated in a
4.0 environment.

With regard to hardware, the Contact Image Sensor with Coaxpress
interface was identified by Sea Vision as the most appropriate tool
for theneeds of this technological challenge. Integrated into the Sea
Vision Tracker, this sensor makes it possible to homogeneously in-
spect web up to 367mmwith high resolution (600dpi) and inspect
foils in awide range ofmaterials. It also achieves a high image trans-
fer speed, enabling line speeds of up to 75m/min. The integrated
lighting system and CIS customization for the most demanding re-
flective surfaceswork together tominimize the physical footprint of
the machine. Furthermore the sensor helps to cancel the shear de-
formation effect on the image in order to optimize print quality con-
trol, partly thanks to continuous foil dragging.
www.seavision-group.com
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PHARMAMACHINES

Filling and Packaging
The Blistar blistering machine fromMG2 is
designed to optimize the primary packaging
of capsules and tablets in blisters for phar-
maceuticals and nutraceuticals. The elec-
tronic control guarantees fast size change-
over by recalling recipes, and canmanageup
to 150blisters/minute with maximum di-
mensions of 90×140mm, states the compa-
ny. It allows customers to create a complete
packaging line, starting from the capsule
fillers to the end-of-linemachines.With the
Flexalab, MG2 presents a capsule filling ma-
chine specifically designed for small batches
and special production, suitable for several
pharmaceutical oral forms,with production
speed up to 3.000capsules/hour. It can be
equipped with two dosing units specially
designed for trending applications: the Mi-
crodose unit suitable for powdermicro-dos-
ages (including API without excipients)
from0.5mg, and the liquid fillingunitwhich
can manage cold liquids, hot-melt liquids
and suspensions up to 70°C.
www.mg2.it

CASE STUDY

Flexible Screw Feeding of Problematic Chemicals

Amanufacturer of specialty chemicals han-
dles two problematic powdered ingredients,
benzofuroxan and triazolon, to produce en-
ergetic products formining anddemolition.
To improve throughput and handling of
these ingredients, the company installed a
flexible screw conveyor and receiving hop-

per from Flexicon (Europe). The hopper has
a footprint of 700× 1100mm, fitting into the
plant’s restrictedproduct loading areawhile
leaving ample space to empty drums con-
taining the materials. A support tray com-
binedwith a hinged hopper cover allows for
quick and ergonomic loading of the materi-
als. Steep back and sidewalls of the stainless
steel 110L capacity floor hopper reduce the
ability of the hygroscopic ingredients to
bridge or ‘rat-hole.’ Combined with the hop-
per geometry, a mechanical agitator assem-
bly maintains good flow of material while
eliminatingmaterial agglomerations, states
the company. The conveyor, a Flexiconmod-
el 1312, comprises a flat, centerless stain-
less-steel screw that rotates within an outer
tube of abrasion-resistant ultra-highmolec-
ular weight polyethylene. Flexibility of the
screwand tube allow the conveyor to exit the
hopper at a 45 degree incline and curve to
vertical, propelling materials 5.5m to the
dosing system inlet, dust-free, adds the firm.
www.flexicon.com
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OPEN LAB

Research on Sustainable Technologies
Imahas launchedOpen Lab—a
network of the company’s tech-
nological laboratories and test-
ing areas. The goal is to merge
studies, experimentation and
industrial development activi-
ties on materials including all
laboratory phases. The service is
offered to customers in all busi-
ness sectors served by the firm:

pharmaceutical, food, dairy, baby food, coffee, tea and herbs, tissue and nonwo-
vens, and cosmetics. Theprogram includes on-sitematerial testing ondedicated
machinesunder the supervisionof group engineers and researchers, to simulate
real manufacturing conditions without interrupting customers’ production
cycles. Open Lab has four operational sites, located respectively in Bologna, Ita-
ly; Lugano, Switzerland; Arezzo, Italy; and Lowell, USA.
www.ima.it
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PERISTALTIC PUMP

Pumping of ComplexMedia
As a global specialist in pumping
complex media, Netzsch Pumps &
Systems offers customized solutions.
In doing so, the pump manufacturer
analyzes the specific requirement and
selects the appropriate positive-dis-
placement pump from its extensive
product range. New is the Peripro per-
istaltic pump. It is entirely insensitive
to dry running, pumpsmedia with 70
percent solids content without any
problems, and as a pumpwithoutmechanical seals and valves, is hardly suscep-
tible to wear. Also on display at this year’s Achema were the Nemo progress-
ing-cavity pump, which conveys complexmedia gently and with low pulsation,
the Tornado rotary lobe pump,which is used primarily for its high performance,
and the Notosmulti-screw pump, which can build up high pressures.
pumps-systems.netzsch.com
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INDUSTRY INNOVATIONS

The Latest Packaging Solutions
The latest solutions from Gerhard Schubert in-
clude a flexible traypacker and thePartbox, a new
3D printer. The traypacker packs hamburgers,
which are sealed in a transparent pack, into card-
board trays with separate lids. The machine can
packproducts into three packaging variants from
4-count to 16-count packaging, mentions the
firm. A variety of packing configurations can be
created by flexibly combining single andmultiple
packs. Single trays can either be glued next to
each other or stacked to create a double tray. A
completeness check also ensures that only com-

plete trays filled with flawless products are sealed. The F4 picker tool for trans-
ferring the products as well as the lidding tools are each fitted with 3D printed
parts, which the customer can call up as a print job via the Partbox streaming
platform—andproduce themselves using thenewPartboxprinter from the firm.
www.schubert.group
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How to Do a Cost Estimation
in Plant Construction

A reference book and software by – a brand of
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www.vogel-fachbuch .de

Ibrahim Kar / Michael Berz
Cost Estimation in Plant Construction
1st edition 2021, 184 pages
ISBN Hardcover: 978-3-8343-3495-4
ISBN E-book: 978-3-8343-6275-9
119.80 EUR
At the early project stages of plant construction, cost estimates for projects
in the process industry are a prerequisite for gaining a competitive advan-
tage in a global market with increasing commodity prices, engineering and
installation costs.
The book gives a detailed overview of the structure of cost estimates in brownfield
and greenfield plant projects and shows themethod of preparing the required
accompanying documentation. Using a project example, the book presents
a cost estimation with different levels of accuracy. Important templates and
accompanying documents are provided in the appendix.

Ibrahim Kar / Michael Berz
Templates: Cost Estimation in Plant Construction
Version 1.0 2020
ISBN: 978-3-8343-2424-5
149.00 EUR
The templates are an addition to the specialist book „Cost Estimation in Plant
Construction“, as the templates and accompanying documents from the appendix
are offered as fully editable digital version. Thus, the templates are a practical
tool for cost estimators who need to prepare the accompanying documents for
a cost estimation. The package comprises six different templates that can be
adapted to project-specific requirements. Furthermore, the sample calculation
from the book with an accuracy of ±30% is made available as an Excel file.

Order now!
Further information and purchase at

www.vogel-fachbuch.de/en
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ima.it/pharma

One supplier takes care about the complete line, the entire process. Achieving real innovation
requires the complete interaction of every single element. It means creating an environment
where people, equipment and technology come together in perfect synergy.

This is IMA Pharma. This is the All-In-One.

Visit us at CPhI Worldwide 2022, Booth 60C21

the All-In-One
PHARMA


